Installation Instructions:

1.

Rope Wrapped U (multiple with one canopy)

2.

Handmade in Los Angeles, the Cuff Studio Rope Wrapped U pendant is a
versatile fixture that can be installed in varied arrangements based on your
needs and the space. Use one U, or many, to create the desired look for your
lighting installation. The combinations and configurations are endlessso have fun with it!

3. Ensure that j-box can sustain the overall weight of fixture. Reinforce if necessary.
4. Calculate the total drop length from the hooks and the amount of rope swag you desire

Mark on the ceiling the locations from where fixtures will hang from canopy.

Screw the included hooks into the marked spots on the ceiling. If hooks are not screwing into
studs within the ceiling, use butterfly hooks (not supplied) to support weight of globes.

from the hook to the canopy. Extra length is provided.

5.

When attaching the rope through the hooks at the ceiling, fasten rope to the hook with an
included zip tie.

6. Feed the end of the rope and wire into the canopy hole(s) per your design.
7. Once drop length and swaging are confirmed, cut off extra rope and wire.
8. Attach all respective electrical wires to ceiling housing.
9. Attach provided threaded pipe to j-box, and slip canopy over threaded pipe. Then attach main
pendant loop to threaded pipe and canopy.

10.

Raise up each of the cotton knots to hide the hooks on the ceiling. Add a zip tie to the base
of the knot as needed to keep knot in place.

11.

Additional plastic zip ties may be used as desired to fasten the wire to the cotton rope so that
ropes and wires are snuggly aligned.

12.

After each zip tie is applied, trim the zip tie tale. Extra zip ties are provided. Apply zip ties per
installer discretion, but typically 2-3 zip ties are used per foot of rope/wire.

Care: Dust regularly with a soft dry cloth or feather duster. Do not use a wet cloth or any chemical cleansers.
Professional installation by a certified electrician recommended.
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